
UNIFIED WHOLESALE SOLUTION

JOIN OR REQUEST LIVE VIDEO TOUR WITH
UP TO 4 CAMERAS FOR EACH VEHICLE

SIMCASTS™
SIMULCAST

Most Comprehensive Inspection 
Tool with OBD-II Connectivity 
Integrated to CAMS II™

MARKETPLACE
BID, BUY OR MAKE OFFER 

ON THOUSANDS OF VEHICLES

ONLINE

One Cloud - One Platform - One Solution with Auction Streaming
MANAGEMENT SOLUTIONS



PRODUCT DETAILS

Manages SimCasts™, AMS & AuctionLink™. 
The clerk can quickly locate vehicles
using the vehicle sequence number 
in an intuitive interface.

Auctions can utilize 
SimCasts™ App to stream 
and showcase a vehicle 
to prospective buyers, in 
effect creating a virtual 
lane they can utilize at 
any time during the week.

PRE-AUCTION MODE+

The SimCasts™ video 
sessions launch and 
stream with low bandwidth. 
Streams are unaffected by 
a connection loss.

ENTERPRISE QUALITY  
STREAM

+

Communicate with your 
bidders in 1-Clerk chat or 
through SimCasts™ App 
for unparalleled bidding 
confidence.

COMMUNICATE  
EFFECTIVELY

+

Auction Reps are 
notified via text when a
bidder has requested a 
SimCasts™ session.

NOTIFICATION 
FOR PRESENTERS

+

 BENEFITS

Auction

The SimCasts™ mobile application
allows auctions to broadcast a live 
stream during the live sale In-Lane. The
SimCasts™ app gives the subscriber a 
realistic feeling of being present next to 
the car: the online bidder can navigate 
the mobile camera streams to zoom in 
on a particular part of the vehicle for 
Live inspection where the static fixed
camera is unable to support.

NOW YOU CAN HAVE IT ALL
‘‘PRE-SALE,  IN-LANE  OR  POST-SALE’’

Flexibility

SIMCASTSTM
SIMULCAST

SINGLE-CLERK FUNCTIONALITY

AUCTIONSTREAMING.COM



PRODUCT DETAILS

CONNECTIVITY AND BEYOND 
Auction Streaming can act as your front-end to Auto IMS or 
take data feeds directly from your client’s Dealer Management 
System (DMS), not to mention everything in between.

PRINTING, EXPORTS AND SOFT COPY 
The Document Control feature provides customized 
management: formatting, printing, importing, exporting and 
electronic delivery. Auction Streaming saves time and money.

MULTIPLE PRODUCTS AND ONE PHONE CALL 
No other company offers the depth and breadth of integrated 
wholesale products from one company. Auction Streaming 
offers a suite of turn-key products at prices equal to or less 
than other single stand-alone products.

A CLAIM NO OTHERS CAN MAKE 
Over 100 developers, engineers and architects are standing 
by to turn your ideas and needs into reality. Our deep bench 
of developers along with free 24 x 7 customer support make 
Auction Streaming the superior choice.

After the Vero Group LLC acquisition, Auction Streaming has made a tremendous 
progress with Auction Management System (AMS). Now we are excited to 
announce being the first AMS provider to have a fully functional and independent 
online Cloud Auction Management System called CAMS II™.
We are providing auto auctions with complete and comprehensive suite of 
essential products and services critical to the wholesale space.

ANDROID, IOS AND WINDOWS 
Militarized, rugged, commercial or simply customer grade; 
Auction Streaming supports every wired and wireless option 
imaginable. For lot management, vehicle registration, 
condition reporting or on-boarding inventory at the dealer lot. 
Auction Streaming allows you to ‘REACH BEYOND THE GATES’.

THE MOST IMPORTANT DAY OF THE WEEK 
On sale day failure online, in the office or the lane is not an 
option. That’s why the business logic of Auction Streaming 
will never cause a ‘record lock’. On any day of the week.

UNIFIED SOFTWARE DISTRIBUTION 
Auction Streaming maintains 
identical databases and software 
releases in a unified code-base 
among all clients. Multi-auction 
headquarters eliminate conflicts in 
features and reporting with Auction 
Streaming’s Software as a Service. 

ONLINE BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE 
An industry first, cloud-based auction 
management means transparency 
and data-mining across all your 
rooftops from a single dashboard. 
Auction Streaming brings reality to 
features like Cross Auction Dealer 
Registration.

INTUITIVE AND USER FRIENDLY
Point-and-Click screen navigation let 
even part-time employees become 
proficient in record time. Held 
hostage to complex function-key 
navigation or personnel bottlenecks? 
Auction Streaming saves time and 
money with its Ease of Use.

FEATURE RICH PLATFORM
 CAMS IITM

EASE OF USE CLOUD SERVICES SOFTWARE AS A SERVICE

MISSION CRITICAL ENTERPRISE SOFTWARE MODERN TOOLS AND DEVICES

UNMATCHED SUPPORT TURN KEY SOLUTION

DOCUMENT CONTROL THIRD PARTY INTERFACES

087-550-3995



PRODUCT DETAILS

FOR PHYSICAL OR VIRTUAL INVENTORY DAYS
BEFORE AND AFTER THE SALE

BID
OFFER 
BUY NOW

BUYERS CAN:

The Local Marketplace is integrated with our AuctionLink™ connecting your 
auction directly with the Dealership Management System (DMS) for seamless 
uploads of vehicle information and photos. 

And sell cars every day, not just sale day. The Local Marketplace platform offers auctions the opportunity to 
market and sell online any day of the week; directly from physical inventory of the auction or from virtual 
inventory on your dealer’s lot. 

EVERY MODULE IN ONE SOLUTION
MARKETPLACE

REACH BEYOND THE GATES

AUCTIONSTREAMING.COM



PRODUCT DETAILS

Patent pending GUI interface that reduces the time to upload a comprehensive vehicle inspection to all three auctions to 
under 20min/vehicle average (Live on OVE, Adesa and SmartAuction).

Choose start time/end
time.

Manually add or edit vehicle 
options.

Enter vehicle details and 
recovery information.

Ability to attach photos to 
specific damaged areas.

Choose physical location of 
vehicle.

On the fly or bulk image 
upload capability.

VIN decode scanner either 
via 2d or 3d barcode scanner.

The level of detail our VIR™ 
provides is not available with 
any other system on the 
market today. 

Enter pricing information 
(starting bid, floor price, bid 
increment, buy now price).

User access controls limits 
puts you control of who can 
view, update and assign a 
VIR™.

Admin dashboard that 
allows users the ability to 
manage all inventory.

Choose the seller 
disclosure; As-Is, Ride and 
Drive, Caution or Auction 
Guarantee.

the quality and condition of the vehicle. Vehicle Inspection Report™ shows every car from every side and corner.

Vehicle Inspection Report™ (VIR™) is the accurate and reliable online inspection of the vehicle 
on the following parameters: exterior, interior, mechanics, tires, paint/other, frame, and OBD. 
Bid with confidence knowing each vehicle listed has been independently inspected. If there is a 
VIR™ icon in the vehicle profile it means that its condition and severity have been thoroughly 
graded: the car’s general grading and the minor grades of its separate parts and areas are 
given in the report. All grades are marked with the color and are based on the standard grading 
system used with the online auction and marketplace platforms. The information specified 
in VIR™ is proved with the pictures of the vehicle parts/areas,  so dealers can be sure in  

Our software is designed to work on a number of different platforms and 
devices some of which utilize built in 2d or 3d barcode scanners or externally 
connected via Bluetooth.

VEHICLE INSPECTION REPORT™

TMVIR

087-550-3995



PRODUCT DETAILS

For everyone who is doing advertising, we are ready to distribute eye-catching design and attention-grabbing graphic content. Reach  your 
customers anywhere.

 We offer you unlimited potential in listing vehicles not only locally, but 
nationally and even internationally! Our professional team will guide you if you 

are truly looking for quality service designed to add value to your business and 
save money.

 Get your dealer’s inventory in front of millions of potential 
customers from around the world! Live data-feeds from the 

inventory of the Dealer’s lot means no double-entry of vehicle 
information. Even their pre-existing photos come directly to 

AuctionLink™.

With our AuctionLink™ data feed we will push your vehicle inventory to the top 
online automotive marketplaces like SmartAuction, OVE, Adesa. Seamlessly 
post vehicle on to the market place with a comprehensive inspection
report attached.

Auto post and remove your inventory on other online 
marketplaces like OVE, Adesa and Smart Auction.

MULTI-LISTING AND CO-LISTING
AUCTIONLINKTM

INNOVATIVE AND AFFORDABLE MARKETING SOLUTIONS

MORE VISIBILITY

AUCTIONSTREAMING.COM



PRODUCT DETAILS

The convenience of 24/7 access via your desktop, tablet or smartphone along with the 
flexibility needed to keep up with the ever changing market conditions. Our mobile

application is just as flexible/robust as the desktop version. CRM DMS Mobile Android Application  allows the user to view, create and 
modify CRM data anytime, via tablet or mobile.

  Escalation rules & priority

  Convenient central database

  Manage marketing campaigns

  Inbound & outbound calling/SMS

  Track sales leads from start to close

  Complete customer/lead history

  Secure conversation recording

  Personalized client experience

  Round robin lead distribution

  Speech to text conversion

  Workflow & lead queue

CRM ADVANTAGES:

The Auction Streaming CRM is user friendly and has a systematic GUI interface which can easily adapt and provide simplified workflow 
logic. It is a fully integrated customer management solution with inbound and outbound calling/SMS along with live chat to provide the 
most complete CRM solution on the market today. You can assign leads, set escalation, Round Robin and lead data distribution rules to 
keep track of all lead activity and monitor your sales staff performance from one centralized location. CRM is fully interactive with event 
calendar, activity based tasks, escalation process and campaign management of client’s budget and purchasing habits.

  CALL MANAGEMENT, EMAIL, SMS MARKETING, LEAD DISTRIBUTION

Integrated 

CUSTOMER RELATIONSHIP MANAGEMENT
CRM

OUR CRM SOLUTION OFFERS

087-550-3995



PRODUCT DETAILS

WITH AUCTION STREAMING!

HIGHLY INTERACTIVE, FEATURE RICH AND PRECISE RESPONSIVE WEBSITE

 We offer our auctions responsive website that is designed to keep customers 
informed and engaged throughout the information gathering phase of the buying 

process while simultaneously funneling the customer to an opt in form that converts 
visitors into leads.

  Click to Call™ icons

  Sync with your YouTube

  Map feature sync with Google Maps, Apple Maps, etc

  Social networking bar

  Custom layout design

  Featured listings on the homepage

  Intuitive user interface

  One click navigation

  Forms for quick feedback

  Banner ads and slideshow promotions

  Data security and stability

  Convenient search bars

  One-touch contact information

  Top Google, Bing & Yahoo ranking

  Fully customizable responsive site

  Easy access to inventory

By utilizing our «Make-a-Page 2.0™» interface we empower our customers to take control of the look, feel, layout and content of their website all 
without the need for a single programmer.

Auction Streaming fully dynamic, customizable responsive websites work on all devices and are 
compatible with all major smartphone platforms and OS, including Android, Apple and Windows. 

AUCTION RESPONSIVE WEB DESIGN
RWD

COMPATIBLE WITH ALL DEVICES

AUCTIONSTREAMING.COM



PRODUCT DETAILS

INCREASE
PSI REVENUE

TURNDOWN RATES 
REDUCE 

  Put dealers in the virtual driver seat

  No software download needed to stream video

  Archive video PSI’s and Test drives for on-demand play back

  Deploy LVSTM in coordination with SimCastsTM simulcast sales

  Capture important audio of engine and drive train operations

  Superior communication and documentation for PSI

  Increase PSI conversion ratio

  Speech to text conversion

THE POWER OF VIDEO

SUPPLEMENTAL TO CR REPORTMAKE INFORMED DECISIONS

The LVS™ (LIVE VIDEO STREAMING™) application is the next evolution in post sale inspections and video test drives. Posting 
pre-recorded test drives to the Auction web site can provide additional insight into the vehicle condition. Documenting and broadcasting 
Post Sale inspections ensure confidence for Auctions and Dealers. With Auction Streaming, the applications of LVS™ is limited only by
your imagination.

  PRE AND POST SALE INSPECTIONS

Video Inspections 

LIVE VIDEO STREAMING

TMLVS

087-550-3995



PRODUCT DETAILS

  Realistic 3D page turning

  On demand printing for future sales

  Create custom pages for calendars and fliers

  Print it, save it, flash drive or email to increase sales

  Control the look, feel and branding of your auction

  Tremendous savings on print, distribution and
postage costs

  Publish market reports each month

E-MAGAZINE ADVANTAGES 

ONLY YOUR INVENTORY

03
FEATURE

UNLIMITED SPACE

02
FEATURE

TRACKING TOOL

01
FEATURE

Large scale magazine productions can take days or weeks to deliver recently sold inventory to 
potential auctions. But that doesn’t mean that printing channels are not effective in reaching a 
select demographics of people.

Auction Streaming created the e-Magazine to combine the familiar user experience of 
flipping through a printed magazine with efficiency and cost effectiveness of digital 
distribution. These e-Magazines behave like a normal hard copy of traditional 
brochures just on the computer screen. 

With no print, distribution or postage cost your customers can have their 
e-Magazine delivered right to their email, free for you and instantly for 
them. In addition to being less expensive than traditional print any vehicle 
information, pricing, details, contact persons or phone number changes 
made on your website are instantly updated on the e-Magazine 
without having the expense of a costly reprint.

Traditional print-based marketing simply can’t compete with digital search features 
available today.

ONLINE MAGAZINE MARKET
E-MAGAZINE

PROMOTE ONLY YOUR INVENTORY 

AUCTIONSTREAMING.COM



PRODUCT DETAILS

COMPLYAPPS™

  Generate easy to read reports 

  Access the tool from any location

  Integrate with DMS and pricing systems

  Escalation process to help track, monitor and
manage all situations

  Training and coaching for auction support
based on the aspects of the system

BENEFITS OF COMPLYAPPS™

Legal compliance is one of the most important things automotive business is faced with 
today. Keep your auction in check and maintain all safety rules to avoid unnecessary 

investigations and fines.

DMS 
INTEGRATION 

VARIETY OF 
REPORTS 
FORMATS

CONSTANT 
ACCESSIBLE  

TOOLS

COACHING 
COMPLIANCE

STAFF

Have your internal inspectors find the faults within your auction 
and report them through the ComplyApps™. 

This will help the auction be fault-free before FTC comes to 
inspect it. Your inspector will report the issues aim, priority, 
and the cost for the fine if it is not fixed.

The app includes an escalation process which can help identify 
the individual responsible for the fault and monitor him/her 
until completely fixed and resolved. 

Following the proper procedures and instructions is vital in 
order to avoid the costly fines. Our app makes the process 
enjoyable while staying organized to providing safety 
throughout your auction.

Start using Auction Streaming ComplyApps™ today to protect your business. Auction Compliance 
Consultants specialize in affordable compliance resources and education. In addition, they provide 
compliance support. 

COMPLIANCE 
MANAGEMENT TOOL

INSPECT YOUR AUCTION
COMPLYAPPSTM

087-550-3995



AUCTIONSTREAMING.COM

A powerful post-sale market report tool with 
full color and detailed vehicle sale information 
crucial for landing new accounts.

E-MAGAZINE

Fully dynamic, customizable responsive 
auction websites are compatible with all major 
smartphone platforms and OS.

RWD

The Vehicle Inspection ReportTM   supports 
quick and accurate condition reports 
combined with vehicle scoring.

VIR™

The ComplyAppsTM app helps the compliance 
support spend less time determining payments 
for fines and spend more time improving 
functionality and safety.

COMPLYAPPS™

Fill the gaps in your customer service 
with Auction Streaming and Customer 
Relationship Management.

CRM

Why farm out your internet business 
unnecessarily? Your loyal online dealers can 
Buy Now and Proxy Bid on your web site with 
$0 success fees.

MARKETPLACE

The industry’s first fully integrated, 
event driven and real-time Cloud Auction 
Management System IITM ties everything into 
your back-office management.

CAMS II™

Live Video StreamingTM for Pre-Sale and Post 
Sale and Video Test Drives. Even live action 
pre-recorded Condition Reports are possible.

LVS™

Automated posting and ‘sold’ listing tear- down 
for OVE, Smart Auction, OpenLane and Auction 
Streaming’s own Market Place. 

AUCTIONLINK™

Go beyond legacy simulcast with SimCastsTM  
and our multi-camera technology and the 
industry’s first independent vehicle scoring.

SIMCASTS™

Scan QR Codes
For More Information

Inspectors have a great possibility to put the 
measurement result data on paint, enamel, plastic, 
epoxy or other coatings in VIR™ reports. They can 
provide the most accurate information on vehicle 
paint condition and severity. 

Paint Meter 
VIR™ module gives an authoritative assessment on 
car’s condition and severity in the form of colored 
grading. Our Grading System is very flexible, it allows 
users to select different grading modes. A final grade 
is an average condition value of all parts that were 
inspected. 

Grading 

We offer 3 comprehensive access levels that allow 
users to choose the options they need. Each 
Inspection Workflow package contains a certain 
number of checks per a car and reports the failures 
of only listed car parts. 

Quality of Packages
The Vehicle Inspection Report™ allows users to 
connect to an OBDII (On-Board Diagnostics) reader 
via Wi-Fi or Bluetooth. It is an excellent opportunity 
to see all the errors in the car electronic system and 
to get a full list of error codes with descriptions in 
VIR™ reports. 

OBDII 

Key Features of Vehicle Inspection ReportTM

ADDITIONAL PRODUCTS  
AND SERVICES

087-550-3995


